About the PPDM Association

"Driving better business decisions through E&P data management standards"
The Professional Petroleum Data Management (PPDM) Association is a global, not-for-profit standards organization that works collaboratively with industry to create and publish data management standards for the resource industry. Through the PPDM Association, worldwide petroleum data experts gather together in a collaborative, round table approach to engineer business driven, pragmatic data management standards that will meet industry needs.
We are dedicated to achieving our long-term goal of global adoption of E&P data management standards by expanding our presence internationally and building upon successes in North America, Australia, South America and Europe. We will continue to maintain and expand the PPDM Data Model to support the needs of our members. In addition, we will place increased emphasis on expanding data management standards, with a focus on:
• Training around data management standards.
• Certification programs for E&P data management professionals.
• Business rules for PPDM data model implementation with an emphasis on best practices for small organizations.
• Standards definitions to complement the "What is a Well?" initiative.
• Best practices for developing a data governance and master data management strategy.
• Data-based business rules for managing data and measuring data quality.
For more information about the PPDM Association visit www.ppdm.org.
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www.ppdm.org Ask ten times "What is a well?" and you might get ten different answers. People think of a well in terms of their workflows and experience. A reservoir engineer, production accountant, landman, field operator, business executive, and data manager all have different perspectives. Semantics (the contextual meaning of a word) can cause miscommunication within and beyond an organization. 
WELL SET
Definition:
A Well Set is a grouping mechanism for Well Components used to maintain an end-to-end link through all stages of the Well life cycle (planning to disposal).
Key Concept(s):
A grouping mechanism.
Clarification:
A Well Set will contain one parent Well and its components, and may also contain associated Wells (and their components) drilled for the purpose of reentry, skidding, relief or service specific to the parent Well's operation.
The Well Set can include both planned and actual Wells.
Well Set allows a connection of all of the Well Components created over the life of a Well, even if they do not get beyond the planning stage, or are not physically connected to the same Well Origin.
Diagram Note:
The Well Set depicted on page 1 groups multiple Well Components, including: one Abandoned Well Origin (WO1), one active Well Origin (WO2), two plugged Wellbores (WO1-WB1, WO2-WB1), one active Wellbore (WB2), and one active Wellbore Completion (WB2-C1). 
WELL
Definition:
A Well is a permitted or actual drilled hole in the ground designed to exchange (or facilitate the exchange of) fluids between a subsurface reservoir and the surface (or another reservoir), or to enable the detection and measurement of rock properties.
Key Concept(s):
A physical Well is created each time the drill bit breaks the surface of the earth.
Clarification:
A 
WELL CoMPonEnTS
Well Origin (WO)
A Well Origin is the location on the surface of the earth or sea bed where the drill bit is planned to penetrate or does penetrate the earth to establish or rework a Well.
Wellbore (WB)
A Wellbore is a path of drilled footage, from the Well Origin (top/start) to a terminating point (bottom/end).
Wellbore Segment (WS)
A Wellbore Segment is a unique drilled interval within the Well, either the original Wellbore from the Well Origin to the terminating point, or additional footage from a point in an existing Wellbore to a new terminating point.
Wellbore Contact Interval (CI)
A Wellbore Contact Interval is a measured depth range within a Wellbore that is intended to put the Wellbore into contact with one or more stratigraphic zones for the purpose of production, injection or service.
Wellbore Completion (C)
A Wellbore Completion is a set of one or more Wellbore Contact Intervals that function as a unit to produce or inject fluids.
Wellhead Stream (WHS)
A Wellhead Stream is a flow of fluids through a conduit determined by an installed wellhead configuration.
Well Reporting Stream (WRS)
A Well Reporting Stream is a derived stream of fluids to support the allocation and aggregation of volumes. 
WELL orIGIn
Definition:
A Well Origin is the location on the surface of the earth or sea bed where the drill bit is planned to or does penetrate the earth to establish or rework a Well.
Key Concept(s):
Every Well has one real, physical Well Origin.
Clarification:
A Well has only one valid Well Origin at any point in time. A Well Origin is associated with one Well, and all Wellbores and other Components that are part of that Well.
The location of a planned Well Origin can change or be inexact. Once the drill bit hits the ground, the location is fixed.
A new Well gets a new Well Origin.
Diagram Note:
The 
WELLBorE ConTACT InTErVAL
Key Concept(s):
A physical section of a Wellbore allowing fluid flow through the wall of the Wellbore.
Clarification:
A Foundations updates that provide industry news and insight into key issues and initiatives in the E&P data management industry.
Placing an ad in Foundations will put your message directly in front of senior managers and key decision makers in E&P companies worldwide.
Showcase your company with advertising in Foundations.
, contact:
For information about advertising in Foundations
Elise Sommer (403) 660-7817 ext 506 : e n o h P Email: sommere@ppdm.org
MORE THAN MAPPING S O F T W A R E S E R V I C E S C O N N E C T I V I T Y D A T A M A N A G E M E N T
COULD YOUR DATA MANAGEMENT USE A METAMORPHOSIS?
Quality and availability of data is crucial to effectively managing your assets.
Let the Petrosys team of industry experts unfold a pragmatic data management plan for your organization; delivering critical data to asset teams at the time and in the format that they need it. Fast and reliable access to data -stored centrally in your master repository based on the PPDM model -will have you refining knowledge and making decisions more quickly. 
WELL rEPorTInG STrEAM
A Well Reporting Stream is a derived stream of fluids to support the allocation and aggregation of volumes.
Key Concept(s):
Well Reporting Streams may be measured, estimated or calculated.
Clarification:
Any Well Component or group of Well Components (including other Well Reporting Streams) can be associated with a Well Reporting Stream.
In certain cases, allocations may initiate from a measurement point that is outside the Well Set (such as a facility or metering station). Now, get geoLOGIC's value added data almost any place, any time, any way you want it. Available through gDCweb on your tablet, smartphone, or computer.
With 30 years of data experience behind it, the gDC is the source for high quality, value-added well and land data from across Western Canada. Another plus -our data is accessible through an expanding range of industry software utilizing our own easy-to-use gDC GIS and our geoSCOUT software.
View, search, import and export well, land and production data, documents, logs and more from almost anywhere. For more information, visit our website at www.geoLOGIC.com.
Leading the way with customerdriven data, integrated software, and services for your upstream decision-making needs.
